Add Iconclass to your own database
(semi-) automatically

The following demonstration takes as its point of departure a system
(catalogue, documentation project, etc.) which uses a controlled vocabulary
other than Iconclass for the subject access to visual and textual sources. It
assumes, furthermore, that it is seen as useful or desirable to supplement this
vocabulary with Iconclass concepts in order to:
1. make the subject metadata that now have a ‘local flavour’ exchangeable
with those of the international community of Iconclass users
2. automatically ingest the broader terms and cross references that are
essential features of the Iconclass classification system into the local
application
3. turn the originally monolingual subject access into a multilingual one
This can be done with relatively little effort if:
1. the database management system has an export/import functionality, and is
equipped to export the local vocabulary as a file, and to import Iconclass
notations once a concordance is created between the two vocabularies
2. the documents have a unique identifier, as is the usual case in a database
management system

The example used is the controlled
vocabulary – in Dutch – of circa 7,500
unique terms, created by the Netherlands
Institute for Art History (Rijksbureau
Kunsthistorische Documentatie - RKD) in
The Hague.

A sample of RKD’s Dutch subject keywords – to be
‘translated’ into Iconclass concepts

A concordance is made – manually - between RKD’s Dutch keyword list and
Iconclass concepts. First, the vocabulary is exported as a flat text file, with all
keywords made unique and then sorted according to frequency of occurrence.
Below are the first five terms of that list, with the most frequently used
mansportret (portrait of a man) occurring 43,537 times (October 2013).
43537
42407
29162
28854
28513

mansportret
aanziend
hoofd naar links
borststuk
hoofd naar rechts

Then each keyword is matched against Iconclass concepts, but not without
being checked against the RKD Images webcatalogue for visual warranty and
to prevent obviously false matches. Not every ‘mother and child’ is a
representation of the Madonna…
If a keyword is too ambiguous or abstract it is skipped. If Iconclass offers more
options, or if a keyword needs to be translated into more than one concept, the
concordance is adapted accordingly.
In the case of RKD all Iconclass notations in the concordance are then
imported into the Arkyves database and at indexing time connected to the
RKD records in Arkyves, causing quite a metadata explosion.

The records from RKD Images are harvested for
inclusion in Arkyves. At indexing time the Iconclass
notations are ingested into every record for which a
matching Dutch keyword is found.
N.B.: the building of the concordance is an ongoing
process, so further enrichment of RKD data will
follow.

As the Dutch keywords are matched against the
alphanumeric notations of the Iconclass concept
definitions, they are actually matched with all
translations of Iconclass. Thus, translations in
Italian or German are automatically available for
re-import into RKD Images.

Some numbers
So far more than 1,600 unique keywords (of a total of circa 7,500) have been included
in the concordance. The most frequently used keyword, as seen above, is mansportret
(at more than 43,000). The 1,600th keyword is still used more than 80 times. In all we
were able to add more than 1,250,000 notations, corresponding to RKD’s Dutch
keywords, to the Arkyves database. Since Iconclass notations are almost always linked
to more than five keywords this means that 5 x 1,250,000 = 6,250,000 keywords were
added.
As this holds for all four (complete) Iconclass versions, this figure needs to be
multiplied by four. So, in all, more than 25,000,000 keywords were added to the
Arkyves database – quite an explosion based on 1,600 concepts
All of those Iconclass notations, textual definitions (in four languages) and keywords
are now available for import back into the RKD Images database, as are a basic
thumbnail gallery and Iconclass retrieval browser.
This procedure can be followed for every keyword list in English, French, German,
Italian or Dutch. For keyword lists in other languages locla support would be
required.

This is the Arkyves result for a query for
41C741 pipe ~ tobacco
filtered for the Netherlands Institute for
Art History (RKD) collection, i.e. 1,335
items (October 2013)

